The doctor just read the slides with some extra notes so make sure to refer to the slides and put these notes ,,,, best of luck

Rana salih alabaddi
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 SLIDE #5
we need a soft diet to avoid load on pdl that already damaged and give it a chance to heal , plaque when accumulated it will cuse inflammation and it will affect healing 
slide#6
when we took about prognosis we mean the result of my treatment on the teeth  at long term  ,Concussion its amild injury so prognosis mainly good  .
prognosis it depend on  : -Root development -closed apex have a poor prognosis in comparison with open apex -  . -Presence of other injuries. -Pulp sensitivity testing result immediately following trauma most of time it give you a false  response so if you test a vitality immediately after trauma it might give you a negative but in real it just a transient effect as response to the damage  
slide #9 
in Subluxation  the result  a mobile teeth which is permanent so the treatment of choice in this case splint 
** we choose a flexible splint not a rigid to avoid  bone healing which will end as ankylosis ( resorption to the pdl and formation anew bone insted) 
slide #10
in radiograph examination we research about any sign of failures 
slide #14 
 Clinical and radiographic control at 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6-8 weeks and 1 year and yearly for 5 years note that here it different than others we need to see those ptns more cuz there is a high risk  to necrosis.
slide #16 
in  Lateral luxation the tooth will be locked cuz apex will be trapped between two bone plate so i can’t just push  it backward 
slide #17 
make sure here Stabilize the tooth  4 weeks cuz there is abone not just pdl 
slide #22
Intrusion  apex will crush against bone so it will affect blood supply 
slide #30
just here luxate no need to do full extrusion 
slide #39
An avulsed permanent tooth is one of the few real emergency situations in dentistry it just theoretical 
slide #40
 Find the tooth and pick it up by the crown (the white part). Avoid touching the root cuz once you touch it it will contaminated the pdl tissue and  it will complicated the healing 
slide #42
  a suitable storage medium should be isotonic so it will not affect  pdl tissues 
sheet#50
Open apex/ EADT less than 60 min in this case pdl it might healed or not
Slide#52
Suture gingival lacerations, especially in the cervical area to avoid contamination in this  area that will end by resorption 
slide #56
 The goal in delayed replantation is to restore the tooth to the dentition for esthetic, functional , and psychological reasons and to maintain alveolar contour so it just will act as space maintainers.
slide#59
 Stabilize the tooth for 4 weeks using a flexible splint we say 4 weeks here cuz we make sure about healing is ankylosis so i  just try  to eliminate any risk of inflammation 

 
SLIDE#81
make sure there is no need to put bonding agents 
slide #81 
,Orthodontic bracket and wire splint it give you advantage if you need to move teeth it can do it but it need more isolation 
slide#48
Foil-cement splint  ورق القصدير 
slide#87
 Pulp canal obliteration (PCo) this is not always bad but if you decide to do rct here the canals will be calcified
slide#92
Replacement resorption  its the ankylosis





